Grant Incentives

Business Grants for Innovation and Investment
Both the European Commission (EC) and individual member states offer grants
through a wide range of funding programmes to support enterprises of various sizes
and sectors. Any business or public institution involved in the following activities
could be eligible for funding:
•

Research and development, technology demonstration, and innovation

•

Environmental improvements

•

Health, safety, and security improvements

•

Business expansion

•

Protection of natural resources

While the benefits of cash grants are clear, there are often many barriers to overcome
in securing them.

Benefits

Barriers

Non-refundable cash grants

The grant landscape is very

can cover up to 100% of

complex, and suitable grants

eligible expenses and can be

can be difficult to identify

up to €10 million

There is often a large amount

Grants are available for a

of work involved in the

large range of sectors and

application for funding with

activities (from basic research

no funding guarantee

to industrial demonstration
projects)

The grant recipient often
needs to comply with specific

EC grants are accessible

technical reporting standards

throughout Europe, regardless

and financial accounting rules

of the local funding regime

Funding Programmes
Horizon 2020
Horizon 2020 is the European Commission’s main funding instrument for Research
and Innovation (R&I). With nearly €80 billion available over seven years (2014 to 2020),
it is Europe’s largest R&I funding programme. Projects at various development stages
can receive financing, and the programme covers fundamental research up to fullscale demonstration projects that run close to market. The EC regularly publishes
calls for proposals covering various research and innovation themes, such as Energy,
Environment and Natural Resources, Food and Health, Information and Communications
Technology (ICT), Industrial Innovation, Materials, Social Sciences, and Transport.

European Regional Development Fund (ERDF)
and Cohesion Fund (CF)
These funds are part of the European Investment and Structural Funds. They are
allocated by the EU to help enforce the Europe 2020 strategy, but the funds are
managed regionally by the member states.

ERDF
The ERDF aims to enhance the economic and social cohesion in the EU by correcting
imbalances between regions. For this purpose, three types of regions have been defined:
“more developed” regions, “transition” regions, and “less developed” regions. The availability
of funding and flexibility in funding themes depend on the region. To maximise the impact
of the available funding, four key priority areas have been defined, which need to represent
the majority of the projects that are supported.
1. Innovation and research
2. The digital agenda
3. Support for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
4. The low-carbon economy
The ERDF budget for this funding period totals €286 billion.

CF
The CF is aimed at improving the economic and social situation in less developed
countries by fostering sustainable development. For the 2014–2020 period, the CF
targets Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Latvia,
Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, and Slovenia.
Funding is provided for the following themes:
•
•

Trans-European transport networks
Environment (including energy efficiency, use of renewable energy, developing rail
transport, supporting transport inter-modality, and strengthening public transport)

The CF budget for this funding period totals €63 billion.

National Grants
Most European countries have a wide range of grants available to support business growth
and innovation. Typically, financing is available for R&D, environmental investments, and
business expansion. While eligibility criteria may vary, funding rates of 25–75% for grants
up to €4 million per project are not uncommon.

A Trusted Partner From Start to Finish
Ryan provides assistance over the full funding lifecycle, optimising the process by
maximising the grant funding at minimum involvement and administrative burden
for the client.
Identify Funding
Opportunities

Ryan identifies the most suitable opportunities, taking into account the project scope,
size, location, and budget.

File Grant

Ryan will coordinate the grant proposal application and ensure that the project has a maximum

Application

chance of being accepted for funding while making minimal use of client resources.

Negotiate and
Secure the Grant

Prepare Financial
and Technical Reports

Ryan will provide support during the negotiation and due diligence prior to the issuing of
the acceptance of the grant.
Ryan will prepare all financial and technical reports required by the funding authorities
and assist in any audits, alleviating the administrative burden and allowing the client to
focus on implementing the project.

Main sectors funded
Automotive and aerospace

Claim the

Ryan will prepare the final claim and ensure that all reporting is compliant with the rules

Chemical industry

Final Grant

to speed up the payment of the final grant.

Energy
Manufacturing

Commitment to Client Service Excellence

Material science

In a recent independent client survey, our clients ranked us substantially above

Nano technology

our competition. We were rated 99% in avoiding disruptions while in client offices

Pharmaceutical industry

and professionalism, and 98% in client satisfaction and technical competence.

Transport
Waste management and recycling

CLIENT SATISFACTION RATINGS
poor

fair

neutral

good

excellent

Services Performed Professionally

99%

Avoided Disruptions in Client Offices

99%

Responded Promptly

99%

Overall Quality of Service

98%

Demonstrated Expertise and
Provided Accurate Information

98%

Overall Satisfaction

98%

Services Performed Timely

98%

Results Created Value

97%
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In Europe, Ryan Tax Services UK Limited, Ryan Tax Consulting Services Ireland Limited, Ryan Tax Services Hungary LLC, and Ryan Netherlands B.V. provide clients with tax consulting, recovery, compliance, advocacy,
technology and other client-related professional services. Ryan Tax Services UK Limited, Ryan Tax Consulting Services Ireland Limited, Ryan Tax Services Hungary LLC, and Ryan Netherlands B.V. are constituent
entities of Ryan International, a Swiss Verein. Ryan International is a Swiss Verein whose member firms and constituent entities form a leading network of tax advisory and consulting firms, each of which may be
licensed to use the name “Ryan” in connection with providing tax advisory and consulting services to its clients. The member firms of Ryan International and their constituent entities operate throughout North
America, Europe and Asia in accordance with local regulatory requirements but are not a part of a single international partnership. The responsibility for the provision of services to a client is defined in the terms of
engagement between the client and the applicable member firm or constituent entity. Neither Ryan International nor any member firm or constituent entity of Ryan International is liable or responsible for the
professional services performed by any other member firm or constituent entity. Ryan International is not itself engaged in the practice of providing professional services. Rather, it is an international umbrella entity
organized as a Verein under Swiss law. Not all member firms and constituent entities provide the full range of services mentioned within this brochure. “Ryan” and “Firm” refer to the global organizational network
and may refer to one or more of the member firms of Ryan International, each of which is a separate legal entity.
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